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PREFACE

Daring its six years of existence at Stanford
University, the ERIC Clearinghouse cn Educational
Media and Technology produced and published 59
documents dealing with its scope area. These
publications range from research-oriented studies
to basic cl Jsroom "how-to" guides.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Media and Technology (ERIC /EM) was located from
June 1967 to December 1973 in the institute
for Communication Research at Stanford, first
under the direction of Dr. Wilbur Schramm, and
later under Drs. William Paisley and Don Coombs.

It then moved to the School of Education's
Stanford Center for Research and Development in
Teaching, and was under the directorship of
Dr. Richard Clark. In January 1974, ERIC/EM
was joined by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Library
and information Sciences, resulting in the new
ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources.

it was decided to bring out this ERIC/EM
bibliography as a documentation of the
Clear inghouse's contributions to the field of
media and technolcgy, and as an answer to a
number of requests for such a publication.

This paper includes ERIC abstracts of
all 59 documents published by ERIC/EM. The
abstracts are the same as those which appear
in Research in Education (RIE), ERIC's
monthly catalog. They are arranged
alphabetically by author. With only two
exceptions (journal articles and material
available only from the Association for
Educational. Communications and Technology),
all materials are available from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service. Many also are
available from Stanford's School of Education.

ORDER INC, INFORMATION

To order ERIC documents in either
microfiche or Xerox hardcopy, send a check
for the purchase price to ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington,
Virginia 22210. Always order by ED number.
Individual Clearinghouses cannot fill these
requests. Include 18c postage for first pound
(CO fiche or 100 hardcopy pages); 8c for each
additional half-pound.

DISCLAIMER NOTICE

the material in this publication was
prepared pursuant to a contract with the
National institute of Education, U.S.
Department of Lealth, Education and Welfare.
Contractors undertaking such projects under
government L.ponsorship are encouraged to
express freely their judgement in professional
and technical matters. Prior to publication,
the manuscri.:t was submitted to Publishing Ser-
vices of the American Library Association

for critical review and determination of
professional competence. This publication has met
such standards. Points of view or opinions,
however, do not. necessarily represent the
official view or opinions of either the
American Library Association or the National
Institute of Education.

*

ERIC stands for Educational Resources
Information Center, funded by the
National institute of Education.
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(Abstracts are arranged alphabetically by
authors' IASI names.)

Eugene N. Aleinikoff. 1972. 14 pages. LDRS
price microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50 (ID 070 316).

The discussion of copyright law presented
hero begins wits a summary of a few basic
aspects of American copyright law. It then
goes on to discuss the particular application
of this law to educational broadcasting by
eNplaining first copyright low itself and
then the historical doctrine of "fair use".
"hair use" is :Wt. mentioned in the copyright
law but has been p,:ogressively developed by the
American court to avoid unduly harsh
copyright enforcement. The specific
application of these principles of 1.c to

the use of books and periodicals, music
and records, motion pictdres, television
programs, filmstrips, and photographs is
discussed in regard to their use in
educational broadcasts. Some of the most
recent developments in copyright Litigation
are briefly summarized in conclusion. A

selected bibliography is appended.

William II. Allen and Don H. Coombs. 1970.
32 pages. EDRS price microfiche 75e, hardcopy
$1.55 (ED 043 2441).

in response to a questionnaire from the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Educational Media and
Technology, 40 leaders in the field gave their
opinion of the present and future of instruc-
tional technology, both in its broad and
narrow (machine aids) sense. Their opinions
were thus the basis of a panel discussion by
an advisory council that met in Washington,

D.C. Questions bore upon the accomplishments,
the trends, and the effective use of
instructional technology. Some of its
accomplishments were considered to be the
individualization of instruction, the
application of the systems approach to
education, the development of trained personnel,
the establishment of a public service system
of broadcasting and the demonstrated effective-
ness of intructional technology. Among trends

1

mentioned were the application of research to the
development of large -se ale systems,
cost-effectiveness and accountability measures,
and validated multi-media pacages. :leasures

recommended to achieve effective use of
instructional. technology include development of
training programs, establishment of exporiMental
ard demonstration schools, winning educator
acceptance, and expan;ion of efforts to develop
instructional materials. Verbatim responses to the
(iuestions are listed with the number ro. persons
making each response specified.

Jaclyn Caselli. 1v73. 21 pa-:.es. CURS price micro-
fiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50 (LI) 066 926) . Also
available for $1.50 fro::'. Hex 11, School of Educa-
tion, Stanford University, Stanford, California
9!.305. 'Alecks :lade- payable to "Box E" must be

included with order.

Designed for the gram:Ilan and high s= hood teacher
who spends a great deal of time in the classroom,
this booklet provides a convenient, useful guide
to fil sources and Co film producers and
distributors which cater to grumlar and high
schools. A list of film sources gives name,
address, and grade range of materials offered.
Also included is an .annotated list of references
oa the use of film in the classroom.

Charren and Evelyn Sarson. 1973. 68 pages.
Available. from: Action for Children's Television,
46 Austin Street, Netonvillo, :lassachoftt
02160 (55.00), and Box E, School of Education,
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305
($5.00). hORS price microfiche 75c, hardcopy.
S3.15 (ED 077 244).

Action for Children's Television (ACT), with
financial support from the Ford Foundation,
presented the Third National Symposium on Children
and Television at Yale University in October, 1972.
It brought together childhood professionals, such
as pediatricians, nursery school directors,and
child psychologists, and media people such as
breadcastccs, producers, and television executives,
to consider the effects of television on children
and to review the efforts the media have made to
provide quality programing for children. The

former group discussed the impact of television on
such aspects of children's lives as their fantasy
and play worlds and their concept of death, while
the latter examined their own philosophy and the
criteria by which they make decisions. Other major
topics were the economic traits of the industry,
the possible alternative sources of future funding,
and the directions in which changes might be made.



"i pages. nDRS price micr:fiehe 75e,
hardc,q,y S1.30 (Li) 0:0 267),

haring Oct.,her 1972, two evoats of national
scope focu;cci the attention ot educators,
parents, and politicians alike upon the
subject oi children and television. Three
days of panels climaxed 32 months of FCC
( Federal Commuuicitions CommIssion) inquiry
int., children's television. the third
:;ational Symposium on Children and Television,
sponsored by Action for Children's Television
(ACV), was iwid at Yale University.
First-hand reports of huh these gatherings
are pre.-ented in this report.

L.,dwin C. tin and Wilbur Schraytm. 1967. 222 pages.
H)RS price rA.:.rofiche 75c, hardcopy $10.20
IL) 01-:i 900).

Sixty propoAcions in six areas concerning the
.ondiiiens of effective learning from
television are developed from a survey of
the research literature-- 1)how much pupils
learn from insttuctional television,
_)efficient use of the medium in a school
system, 3)treatment, situation, and pupil
variables, ~)attitudes toward instructional
television, 3)television in developing
regions, Olearning from television compared
with learning from other media. Evidence
for ,each proposition is briefly summarized.
Literature search depended partly on
abstracts, partly en complete documents,
and included foreign as well as C.S.
research. It is concluded from overwhelming
evidence that television can he an
efficient tool of learning and teaching.
When it. is not efficient, the reason is
usually in the way it is used. Evidence
favors the integration of television
into other instruction, simplicity rather
than "fanciness", emphasis on the basic
requirements of good teaching, introduction
of the medium so as to minimize resistance,
and testing and re%,ision of programs.
Whether the television medium is to he
preferred, and whether it is feasible for
developing regions, depends on objectives
and conditions. A selected bibliography
of 303 titles is included.
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Richard F. Clark. 1973. 15 pages.

EDRS price microfiche 75c, hardcopy
$1.50 (ED 076 U25).

The curr.nt paradox between the increasing
interest in the ntill::ation of computer-assisted
instruction (CAI) and the decreasing financial
support from the Federal Government is briefly
surveyed in the introduction of this annotated
bibliography. The author also discusses the
major problems that are now prevalent in CAI
utilization: the lack of specialized programing
and the scarcity of research based knowledge. An
annotated bibliography of some 40 recent articles
is divided into the categories of CAI planning
and utilization, case studies of utilization,
attitudes toward CAI, cost effectiveness studies,
research trends in student -CAT interaction, and
the future prospects and policies.

Andrew W. Collins, 1971. 33 pages. FURS price
microfiche 75e, hardcopy $1.85 (Ph 047 538).

What are the characteristics of successful
students in research training programs and what
are the characteristics of successful programs
of this type? What are the characteristics of
successful mature researchers and what research
enVironnonts facilitate research of high quality
and quantity? Since very little research deals
directly with these questions, answers to them
are sought in related research literature, and
suggestions are made for research that is targeted
to this area of investigation. Correlates
considered in forecasting success of students are
those of previous training and experience, and
those of personal and intellectual qualifies.
Factors considered in determination of
characteristics of successful training programs
are those of faculty quality, student quality,
institutional setting, and academic content of
the training curriculum. Productivity of
scientists is found to be related to personality
profile, intellectual correlates, and work
patterns, Themes that stand out in an appraisal
of a research environment are: relationships with
other scientists in the research setting,
relationships and interactions with administrators
and supervisors, diversity of interests and
activities in the organization,- and finally,
physical and financial resources available to the
scientist.



Andrew Collins. 19.1U. iv pages. LOBS price
liar op"..

Like ail good soeial research methods, the interview
demands careful planning and htteltigent admin-
istration. Fae study director formulates the
goals of the study, which serve as tho basis for
the interview schedule or instrument. ihe

interview schedalo decided upon may be
standardized or unstandardh:ed. Questions row
he closed -coded or dpen-ended. in the field,
the interviewer has four major tasks: Osolecting
or locating tint respondent, 2)establishing

rapport with hin, 3)asking the questions in the
schedule, and 4)recording the answers, C.rrors

in interview results may ho by the respondent
him,,,olt, by a poor relationship beteen the
interviewer and the respondent. and by the inter-
viewer. Despite possible oitfalls, the
interview offers .1,1\.Allt.;('S to people who

want Co know what other people have to say.

Don H. Coombs and others. 1910. 17 pages.
FORS price microfiche 75c, vidcopv $1.50

438).

All relevant documents processed by the
Educational Resources Information Center System
through August, 19b9, on the subject of
instructional Materials Centers arc listed and
synopsized in this pamphlet. The length of
each document is noted and information supplied
on the method of obtaining hardcopy and microfiche
copies. Not of the documents listed can be
ordered individually or as a complete collection of
72 fiche.

Don if. tombs. 1969. 126 pages. Available from:
The National. Instructional Television Center,
Box A, Bloomington, Indiana 47401 ($2.00).
[DRS price microfi.he 75c, hardcopy $6.60
(ED 029 501).

This census of a week's educational [hr-VHF
broadcasting is accompanied by a survey of ITFS
(2500 :Biz) and closed-circuit television programing.
Compared to 1966, there was proportionately
more math, less foreign language on The
trend toward less local 'production and the trend
toward more weekend broadcasting continued; in
1962 P. of instructional television was locally
produced, but only 357, was in 1968. School-owned
stations produced more than 40 of their programing

locally, while state-owned stations received most
of theirs from state networks. hi It college and

coismunitv-olmed stations depended more on Nhf
(National Edneati)nal Television) than on any
other source. Hie 5, li hours broadcast by the
1)2 0111-VHF stations averagcd out to 5n.1 liourti
per station per week. Adding it the estimated
total closed-circuit k.ults (13,800) and the
estimated total lit::: hours (1,1560) Produc'd a
grand total of hUt 23,000 ifV hours in the U.S.
that wkek. (flusiness dud industrial training use
were not included in the closed-oircult estimate.)
Detailed tables And grapn, present the data col-
lected And a:wendiNe:: discuss aspects of
programing and t1c et.dolOgy of the survey.
One appendix, published and hound separately,
presents the data fro.c the individual stat ions.

Edgar Dale and 6regot7 drzodiatewski.
20 dONS pricon;erofiche lOt, Airdc,)py

01.50 0.',O 02) 4')I)

lopics in this aanotAted bibliography audio-
visual instruction inclD.h, the history of
instructional technology, teacher-training,
equipent operation, administration of media
programs, produdtion of histructional materials,
language laboratories, instructional television,
programed instruction, communication theory,
learning theory, and research. Introductory
conwnt,s to the bibliography briefly sketch the
historical background of audiovisual htstruction,
the concrete-abstract continuum in which audio-

visual materials represent the seml-concretu
experience, the effect, good and bad, of pictorial
media on pro-sot col children, and the recent
development of the instructional materials center.

Edgar Dale and John flelland. 197i. 20 pages.
FORS price microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50
(ED 054 615).

The philosophical overview which introduces
review of the literature on audiovisual
instruction concentrates on the historical
background of the field and its place within the
broader fields of communication, education, and
communication theory and research. A selected
bibliography is provided for the major areas in
instructional technology: history and philosophy
of the audiovisual movement, organizations and
periodicals, instructional ant learning theory,
communications theory, syster,, rosearch, texts
and teaching materials, production of audiovisual
material, instructional television and film,

3 programed instruction, computer-assisted

this



instruction, simulation, learning laboratories,
administering media programs. equipment and facil-
ities, and media indexes. A brief introduction
to each of these topics serves AS annotation.

Jack V. Edling.1967. 12 pages. EDRS price
microfiche 75C, hardcopy 51.50 ( El) 015 674).

This annotated bibliography identifies a basic
library for the person desiring to interpret, conduct,
or direct research on educational media.

Jack V. Edting. 1970. 92 pages.
Available only as part of larger set of materials
from: Jim Wallington, Director of Publications,
Association for Educational Communications and
Technology, 1201 Sixteenth Street N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. Contact him for information. Not avail-
able from EDRS. (ED 041 452) ,

Case studies are provided to present the various
approaches of +b different elementary and
secondary schools to the complex problem of
individualizing instruction. Each case study
includes the goals, the instructional techniques,
the new teacher skills, the effects on students,
the costs, the problems and summary of its

program.

Richard b. Elliott. 1972. 173 pages. EDRS price
microfiche 757, hardcopy $7.80 (ED 064 951).

The 1972 WEST conference report represents a
cooperative project of the Western Educational
Society for Telecommunications and the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Media and Technology. The
conference featured discussions of public televi-
sion, instructional television, cable television,
national educational radio, and national public
radio, educational broadcast lag, and communica-
tion satellites. Six speeches are presented in
full: the keynote address by James Day;'a
discussion of the Telecommunications Center by
the.president of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters (NAEB); a review of the
state-of-the-art of cable television; a look at
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) through the
eyes of its president and of the general counsel
for the President's Office of Telecommunications
Policy; and a brief discussion of some of the
plans of the University of California for the use

4

of television, auto-tutorial instruction, dial
access systeos, and computer-aided in.strin
In part time degree programs.

Richard S. Farr, 1969. 17 pages. FORS price
microfiche 75g, hardcopy $1.50(ED L32 430.

The flow of knowledge from researchers to users
is aided by knowledge linkers who activate the
interpersonal network of communication within
the target audience. The linker enters this
network by contacting (through periodicals, mass
media, conventions, and directly) Individnals in
the audience who are more active than others
(gatekeepers). Once gatekeepers have been identi-
fied, the linker, aware of the stages through
which idea adopters must pass before accepting
a new idea, must successfully communicate to
them an understandable, attention-getting message

which arouses personality needs and makes appro-
priate suggestions to meet these needs. This
message is then passed on to the rest of the
target audience by word of mouth. The linker
must also actively so licit audience needs and
apply them to research products, serving as
a two-way force for facilitating the flow of
information. The linker's role, however, has
been complicated by problems such as over-
load and marginality; when the functions of
linkers are institutionalized, these problems,
as well as the problems of lack of job security,
coordination of activities, and specialization
are lessened. (A 13-item bibliography is included.)

Richard S. Farr and Suzanne Pingroe. 1970.
72 pages. EDRS price microfiche 75C, hardcopy
$3.15 (ED 039 777),

This annotated bibliography contains selected
references to 202 recently published articles
and books on the subject of research utiliza-
tion. Criteria for inclusion in the bibliography
are discussed, as well as disciplines and
specialities which contribute to the subject of
research utilization, a core collection on
research utilization which can be derived from
the bibliography, "grandfathers" in the field,
and 15 generally accepted propositions related
to the utilization of research findings.



John h. Feldhusen and Paul Lorton Jr. 1970.
33 page-;. rDRS mierofiche haracopy

0,16 20:4).

After a critical review of the papers on Com-outer-
Assisted instruction (CAI) of ,several prominent
educators, recomendacions areprred for
C,A1 system, impr,,ver.-ents prior to new research.
lose include repiJcing the typed message with
an inexpensi,;e cathode ray tube, ,eveloping
Ule student iuterf.ico an efficient and
pleasant carr:l afiords access to several
mcdia, making available time sharing :service aua
terminals to avoid artificial constraint on in-
struction, devoleping one set aI programing
language.; for several :-:odes of instructien and
for the author mede, and developing some lengthy
courses to Serve vehicles of research and as
models of t.:Al potential. t'oncluding the paper
are abstracts of papers l.)y /Ann, Rogors, Eanner.
Stelnrow, Oettiager and :'!arks, Kopstoin and

Seidel, Randall and Naschhe, and General. Learning
Corporation. These ab,4tracts 'ere revict,ed at
beginning of paper.

Richard 0. Fors ';the. 1070. 16 pages. EDR; price
microfiche 73c, hardc.opy St.50 i44 933) .

Althouh educational radio Las been part of the
American scene for nearly half a century, it does
not efloy the governmental participation and nation-
al commitment that it receives in many other
countriea, The position of educational radio did
improve with the advent or Frequency Modulation (113)
broadcast ing, and today there are more than =450
educational radio stations. Radio offers education
an ea:: to tl,e world, timely information, emotional
impact, and a sense of involvement. It is
currently used fo, curriculum innovation, in-service
teacher training, continuing professional education,
community service, and vocational education. A
systems approacn to education has combined radio
with other media: printed materials, filmstrips,
television, and tape recordings. Other cooperative
media approaches have been made possible by FM-
multiplex equipment. F.xperinental. studies have
indicated that radio is as effective in teaching as
the- "conventional methods," and that its lack of
visual elements is not necessarily a drawback.

radio, like all mass media, lacks the
reciprocity and flexib'Aity found in interpersonal
discourse, some of these difTiculties have been
alleviated by- recent technical developments.
Apathy and financing are still-problems.- Yet,- in
comparison with-other media,' radio is impressively
economical,

I

George L. Cols. 1922. 23 pages. lb)RS price micro-
fiche 75c, bardcupy .1.50 (ED 060 671).

'0:11.11 are behavioral objectives? Pity write and use
behavioral objectives': Where do behavioral
obiociives fro..ti? The:14e three questions are
answered iu some detail in this pa,,ler; lists of
selected references and resources and an annotated
bibliography of "hcw-to" books accoypany the text
whic;i summarizes much of the research dealing with
behavioral objectives. rhe author states OW
behavioral objectives are "the first. step in making
more effective, systematic, and rational that most
precious, most human activityteaching others."

A 2 ;

Robert Glaser and .':!ary Louise Marino. 1968.
0 par,es, FURS price mirofiche 73c, hardi..upy

(10 019 013).

Annotated rcfer,:nces are divided into general
introductions to pregramt,3 instruction
(including psychological and learning principles),
user guides (ca:--.0 studies), programers' manuals

(including definition of oHe;:tives and program
analysis), and references tar professionals
experienced in programed instruction {theore-
tical and analytical papers).

Allan Graubard. 1972. 21 pages. EONS price
micrOfiche 75-e, hardcopy SI.50 066 059).

In this guide to alternative education, the
Ulcory and practice of the "free school"
movement is discussed from a pedagogical and
political viewpoint.. The current state of
free schools is described and four major
types of free schools are identified:
Sumnerhillinn, parent-teacher cooperative,
free high schools, commlnity elementary.
The political and-social issues raised by
the movement are discussed at some length.
The-effect of this movement on educational
policy is projected. A list of resources
is given which includes journals, articles,
books, and people, and organizations.

f;tC01y..
-4 :A,1,e,

Ernest R. iiiigard. 1967,-18 pages. EDRS
priCe microfiche 75c, hardcopy S1.50
(ED 038 829).

This reference work briefly identifies the
salient principles of learning theory under



the subdivisions: 1)S-R theory, 2)cognitive
theory, and 3)motivation and personality
theory. It also describes various approaches
to practical problems via unified theories of
learning. A seven-item annotated bibliography
on learning theory and its applications is
included.

Charles F. Hoban. 1971. 37 pages. EDRS price
microfiche 75c , hardcopy $1.85 (ED 055 432).

The boundaries of knowledge and performance capa-
bilities of instructional films are extending out-
ward, but largely in directions that are somewhat
neglected in the professiona! literature. The
use of instructional films is expanding rapidly
in volume. Miniaturization of film and projection
equipment has been developed, functions of films
in instruction are being redefined. Theoretical
foundations are emerging in promising directions.
Research is advancing at a snail's pace in direc-
tions other than classical learning. Logistical
organization of fiLi supply is being decentralized,
and 'Hedia man" is in a transitional stage.

Henry T. Ingle. 1968. 12 pages. EDRS price micro-
fiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50 (ED 019 011).

Annotated reference!, encompass research results and
evaluations of concepts and practice in teacher
education, analyse:, of the challenge and potential
of the new media, and guides to rigorous research
design and methodology, periodicals and associa-
tions concerned with teacher education and instruc-
tional technology are also listed.

Henry T. Ingle. 1970. 9 pages. EDRS price micro-
fiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50 (ED 038 875),

This pamphlet is designed to demonstrate what is
available in the ERIC system on dial access in
education, a retrieval technique which permits a
large variety of learning materials to be electro-
nically delivered to almost any destination. Ten
annotated references published between 1962 and
1968 comprise the major part of the pamphlet.

Panic

1973. 19 pages. Available from: Box El School of
6

Education, Stanford University, Stanford,
California 94305 ($2.00). Check made payable to
"Box E" must he included with order. EDRS price
microfiche 75C, hardcopy =;:1.50 (El) 082 495).

In an attempt to pull together a basic reference
shelf on the use of instructional materials in the
classroom, this bibliography contains 69 selected
ERIC abstracts of the mat relevant and up-to-date
indexes, resource guides, directories, "how-toes",
and state-of-the-art reviews dealing with the use
of audiovisual materials in education. Selected
so as to be particularly useful for education
courses on instructional media and for teachers
either in the classroom or in training, the
abstracts are divided into sections according
publication type: indexes, directories and resource
guides, catalos, "how-toes" and textbooks, and
state-of-the-att. Information provided with each
abstract includes author, title, pages, availabili-
ty, any price.

1971. 14 pages. LDRS price microfiche 75e, hardcopy,
:A.50 (ED 078 695).

A "mini-thesaurus" has been prepared by the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Media and fechnology. It is
intended not only to provide a list. of ERIC terms
associated with instructional technology, but
also Co put those terms into an arrangement
whereby an ERIC indexer or user who is not familiar
with the area can find the right terminology for
his retrieval problem. The terms are presented
in three formats. They are categorized under
the appropriate media or process--audio repro-
duction, computer technology, individualized
instruction, etc.; they are listed alphabeti-
cally; and they are listed in a rotated form.
An introductory statement clarifies the
meaning of some of the "problem" terms in the
thesaurus.

War,. . F-1,:rri

Y!!..1

D.B. Jones and Stephen E. Longstreth. 1973. 22
pages. Available from: Box Ii, School of Educa-
tion, Stanford University, Stanford, California
94305. ($2.75) Checks made payable to "Box E"
must be included with order. EDRS price micro-
fiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50 (ED 071 436).

The do's and don'ts of educational film produc-
tion are briefly reviewed in this guide.
Particular emphasis is given to the sponsor-
filmmaker relationship and the various
responsibilities of each. Also discussed
are the reasons for either making or not
making a film. The whole sequence of making



a film is presented fret'.: the selection of a

producer and a bud.et to the actual script
preparation and sooting. A glossary of
terms and acronyms Is pruvided. Sample
formats of fi:tioo and non-ficti.dn scripts
are shown.

Joseph It. Kanner. 1968. LI tages.LDRS price
microfiche 73, Hardcopy .7,1.5(t (ED 015 675).

_..is document rovit.ws A nu:1)er of studies
,:enducted Lo determine the effect of color in
television on 'ILIT14111 learning, as ttisured by
objective tests. the findings reveal an
apparent lack of color effectiveness upon
learning.

Irving 1. Klemprn.tr. 1971. 26 pa;.t,es. LLYRS price

micrcfiche hardccpv :;1.6"3 (ED 051 819).

The 195 Audiovisual aid- cited aim toward intro-
ducing students of library science to the rapidly
evolving theory and technology of information
science. Each itert lists tlic title, lengtn of
filr't in trtinutes, a brief desription of c.ontent,
and the current availibility. \ subject index is
provided.

Wayne D. brace. 1973. 41 pages. Availablc from:
Box S, School of Education, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305 ($3.25). Citect made

payable to "Box E" must be included with order.
LDRS price microfiche 157, hardcopy S1.63
(ED 084 853).

Recent developments in the design, application and
evaluation of instructional materials and media
for the handicapped are reviewed. The first
section of the paper stresses the need for person-
alized education which meets individual needs
through the matching of instructional programs to
specific learners. Following this, significant
curricular adaptions and classroom applications
for five types of handicapped learners are summa-
rized and cut rent progress in the assessment of
needs and in the development and evaluation of
materials is cited. Advances in media utilization
in teacher training programs are described and
seven major delivery systems are outlined. Main
conclusions reached include the following:

7

Oinstractional techno t.,gy his t.,uch to contribute

to the per-ionali.,.atic.n in,'iruction; ')consider-

able progress no been ITAdO Jr the developcment,

evaluation And utili_tation e1 ;wdia and iliaterials;
and 3)the developing delivery ,;r.lens contain
within their present elements L:1, seeds of a net-

work capable of providing each hAndicApped learner
the resources necessary Lo insaro him A successful
educational experiene. A :;nbstantial bibliography

with 3:11 citations to dc..:1'.7.c1',t,-: dealing with

instructional media and thi. ttandicappod is

appendL.d te the reyott.

Harold A. Laver. 1'e..)'). LDR:=, price micro-

fiche i)e, (1) 031 ill).
rthaic studies curricula t'tay legitimately explore
not only the historl,:al, scLiologleal, and cultural
Hack?..,round of mixed eta, 1i+ grcups, but may also
examine alternative mean-. of eliminating inequities
and injustices--..-:eaus by wLich the powerless can
obtain rover. ibis :.:ediu list offers titles and
source; of 16t't:'. audiot,n)e,, filmstrips,
filmstrips And records, videotapes, records, and
tran-pan.ulcic-, .ktal tl.e history and

pro,.ent roaiity of non-nite minorities of this
countiy. .lost Are geared for .-et,ior high school or

college level audiences. iitles concerned with the
arts, and with historical roots (e.g., Africa), and
these of a strictly anthr,,poL.,oical orientation
have boon occluded. titles deal situ

General Ethnic studies, eight with Aslan-Ameriean
studies, 18/: with Black studios, IS with :':exi.7.an/

Spanish-American studies, And 14 with N.Live
Amcri,.tnn studies. Tire mate and address ot the

distributor of each title it, given, sling with a

ilia phrase i..oncerning the. c,ntent.

Richard B. Lewis. 1973. 18 pages. Available from:
box 1., School of Lducation, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305 (:7,2.00) Check madu pay-
able to "Box E" must be included with order. EDRS
price microfiche 75t:, hardcopy !-A.50 (ED 082 534).

Abstracts of 37 documents recently inpuc to the
:Aucational Resources Information Center (ERtC) are
compiled in this report. These documents wore
selected as being among the most significant of
those dealing with the effective use of media in
innovative schools and because they were of special
interest to district level administrators, curricit-
lum supervisors and media speciallAts. Reports
dealing solely with computer assisted instruction are
not included because this topic has been dealt with
separately in a recent publication of "The Best of
ERIC: Recent Trends in Computer Assisted
Instruction" (ED 076 025). The documents are
grouped into the following categories: elementary



and secondary edueatioa; higher education, Inclu-
ding community colleges; adult education; and
developing countries. Each annotation contains
an abstract of the document and information on
its author, source, ERIC El) ouber o: journal
citation, and price. Also included are some
hypotheses which seek to explain the causes for
the apparent decline of innovative media programs
and some suggestions about how to improve the
reporting of such programs.

James D. Macconnell and Clarke E. Schiller.
1968. 14 pages. EURS price microfiche 754.
hardcopy $1.50 (ED 019 012).

Annotated references encompass design, planning,
construction costs, technical equipment, and
teaching techniques for schools at all levels
which utilize the new instructional media.
Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. which
has been established to encourage research, and
applications of new Ideas for the environments
of growing institutions, has two regional centers,
one at Stanford, and one at the University of
Tennessee. School districts must be aware of
and request the center's planning services in
order to benefit from them.

1913. 101 pages. Available From: Box E, School
of Education, Stanford University, Stanford,
California 94305($5.00) Check made payable
to "Box E" must be included in order. ERRS
price microfiche 774, hardcopy $5.40
(CD 076 061).

Representatives from seven media-oriented
instructional programs for disadvantaged students
met with staff members from the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse
on Media and Technology to discuss the philosophy
underlying their efforts, means of developing
instructional objectives and strategies, criteria
for the selection of materials, and ways of
evaluating performance. Topi,:s discussed include
the merits of locally developed materials
versus those of commercial products, evaluation
of the affective domain, role playing by
children, the use of radio, the role of the
teacher, factors influencing the choice of
media, traits of the culturally different
learner, and an inventory of priorities as
seen by those working in the field. A
glossary of selected terms, descriptions of
the seven model projects, and the results of

a surrey of chief state school officers used to
identify such projects are also included in the
report.

Anthony J. Meyer. 1971. 31 pages. TDRS pr: cc
microfiche 75e, hardcopy 1.S' (Eh 0:46 75).

Based on a study of black-oriented broadeasting
conducted in 1970, the purpose of this report
is to discern and elucidate, rather than treasure
conclusively, the dynamics of its "success,"
emphasizing the potential of such stations to
have a positive social impact on their conmunities.
Fourteen black-oriented stations were viT,,ited,
30 license applications for such stations reviewed,
and 150 interviews conducted in eight major cities
with corm:unity leaders, station personnel, and
broadcasting experts. Given that the purpose of
FCC (Federal Communications Commission) control of
permission broadcast is to !,ee that the
public's convenience, interest, and necessity are
served, and if black-oriented radio has the
"audience power" that can be established for it
by using a number of indicators, then it is the
author's contention that black - oriented radio has
failed to serve the public interest --a conclusion
based on analyses of the"vhythm and blues" format
as well as the specific programming employed by
virtually all of these stations and on the
apparent fact that their ownership and profit
patterns are oriented to maximal profit.. Two
major scenarios for change are offered: conmaniity
organization control of "non-profit" broadcasting
faTilities and/or forceful containment of the
maximal profit motive in present ownership.

Keith W. Mielke. 1973. 44 pages. Available from:
Box U, School of Education, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305 ($1.50) Check made
payable to "Box U" must accompany order. Also
available as an article in AVCommunication
Review; v20 n4, pp357-99, Winter 1972.
Not available from ERIC (ED 071 386).

Written for those in educational technology and
in general education, this report, is intended to
stimulate a reopening of dialogue and a renewed
awareness of common interests between the
disciplines of communication research and instruc-
tional media research. In stressing the more
applied side of communication theory (i.e. those
parts which seem more immediately relevant to
educational technology), the report proceeds from
a selective listing of recent books and
anthologies in communication research to four
areas of tesearch or theory (passive learning,

8 distraction, color, and functions of entertainment)



judged to have iraerestinr potential implication
fc- educational techaolegy, and finally to SiN
1.:jor applied, purposive ,,ommuuicatioa projects.

Robert U. Ne!rean and Jai P. Singh,
23 pager:. fORS price micriche IBC, hard-
cope (ED 060 bul).

-ociLse of the .ability of Communications satellites
to distribute electronic information (radio, tele-
vision, digital co2Tater data) over with. cress
with ieltentially attractive coats, considerable
interest has been Sown in using satellite tech-
nology to enhance educational proetams, both /X
the 12nited States and in other countries. In
view of those developments, this literature guide
provides an latrodaction to satellite teehnology;
tc nonteehnical as?eets of satellites, including
coaomi.2, organizational, si)cial, political, and
legal factors; no to educational and developmental
uses of sateilites, inslading experiments and
systems planned or proposed. Also ineluded is a
batik reference shelf, providing the reader with
a broeid outwit' and a good starting point for a

more detailed literature investigation, and a
guide to organizations with nterest la educa-
demi_ satellite utilization. A bibliography which
lists other relevant entries concludes the paper.

Robert N. Morgan. 1969. 13 pages. FURS prfee
microfiche 73c, nardeopy (PD 012 768).

The educational applications of computers far
instruction, administration; mild vocational gui-
dance are herein reviewed. Reports on recent
trends in computer-assisted instruction and computer-
managed instruction toward forming behavioral
objectives and reducing learning time and imple-
mentation costs provide an introduction for a
description of the Office of Education's proposed
program, a Computer Utility for Educational
Systems (CUES). The dUES program, designed to

provide demonstration centers of feasible and
economic computer applications (including-.

administrative data processing, a course in
computer technology, integrated problem solving;
and vocational training) is defined at some
length,- and the problems-and costs of implementing
computer systems are discussed. Next, the value
of computers in career decision processes and in
-individualizing instruction (including the
development of sequenced behavioral objectives)
is illustrated through references to projects.
Finally, barriers to change are examined and
a case is presented for the Utilization of

9

a systems approach to effect edikatienal
improvement. A bibliography is included.

Mayrelee NetATill. 1)73. 14 pages. Available from:
'Sox E, School of i:dneation, Stanford Lniversity,
Stanford, California ($2.00) Check mad(:
payable to "Box E" must be itieluded with order,
!,1)KS price mierofihe ,

(E0 071 4 31) .

Some 50 titles have been selected, abstracted,
and cateiyorized for this bibliography. They
hive ale:o boon divided into five educational
subject areas: general topics; public seheol/
ear childhood; eoeeeaeity7junier colleee;
college/university; and adult education. ill,

hibliegrJphy Was designed specifically le:
learning lab ceordinators, liorarian,,, and media
specialiets. The listings arLereccnt, an entry
being more than Iwo years old. Che information
contained ranges from instraetienal satellite
systems and conreer-assisted instruction guides
to cataloging systte-es for non-print materials
and model .,..,rogram,, for eleeeutory.schools.

William Paisley. 1969. 36 pages. EURS price
microfiche ne, hardeopy 51.55 (ED 032 437)

An introduction widen explains the value of-
tuforee.rien centers in aiding the flow of know-
ledge in ',:erson to person communication of
information is followed by references to print
sources and information centers. Print sources,
listed to show conteineity In the "people-print-
people" cycle, are offered on the subjects of
education, public health and safely, business,
labor, employment, economics, and government.
In addition the directories of the National
Roferrol Center for Science and [echnotogy tench
lead the search to other sources of information,
are described. inforMalien eer:ers are listed
according to the same subject areas as the above
print sources, each reference containing a brief
descriptive passage.

DP.71. E. Roansley. 1973. 41 pages. Available
from: dox E, School of. Education, Stanford
University, Stanford, California 94305 ($3.00)
Check made payable to "Box f." must be included
with order. ERRS price microfiche 75c, hardcopy
$1.85 (ED 083 837).



Information about 66 indexes and guides to non-
print instructi,nal media is provid0. These

soureebooks, all published since 1970, were
gathered prfn:.irily from a search of Research
in Educatioe (R1E), the Index to the Educa-
tional Resources Information Center's (ERIC)
document collection, and were selected as
meeting the criteria of comprehensiveness,
reliability, usefulness and timeliness. Thirty-
six comprehensive guides which cover a number
of content areas are reviewed;also cited are
30 publications which dell exclusively with
or..! of the following subject areas: ecology,
ethnic studies, guidance, health and drug
abuse, the sciences and technology, teacher
training and ,vocational education. An
abstract is provided for each of the 66
citations, accompanied by informatioa on the
type of media covered by the guide, the
educational level to which it is pertinent,
its price, and the fr-,;:pincy of its publica-

tion. In addition, notation is made of whether
the guide is cross-indexed and whether it
contains publicatiOn dates, designates the
intended audience, gives running times, provides
content stnmnaries and evaluations for its citations,
and names the produ,:ers, distrioutors, prices
and cohditions of availability of the materials
which it indexes.

Philip C. Ritterbush and Richard Grove.
197.C. 16 pages. EDRS price microfiche
75c, hardcopy $1.50 (ED 044 935).

A status report on museums and media prefaces
the annotated refe:ences listed in this paper.
Futuristic pro,,osals have been made for a Museum
of Media that would be all media and no objects,
and for a museum environment individualized
by computer and visual previews of the galleries.
The museums of today use films, slide-tapes,
sound recordings, and electronic guide systems.
Plans are being made fora Museum Computer
Network. The important role that museums play
in elementary and secondary education is
represented in the references to books, papers,
periodicals, and reports.

E;,1,1 It :57,ani-el

Kailene H. Roberts. 1969. 32 pages. EDRS
price microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.85
(ED 032 759).

In order to make policy decisions, educators
must evaluate educational research proposals
and projects. Findings immediately related
to practice are often inadequate, omitting 10

the theoretical establishment of principles by
which we can explain arid predict the phenomena of
our world. These theoretical linkages to the
practical world of decision-making occur more
frequeatly as researchers form more innovative
hypotheses and design both innovative and
rigorous Investigative procedures. A research
report should present a clear statement of what
was studied, the method used in studying It
specification of how the data were analyzed, the
results of the study, and conclusions and inter-
pretations. The research evaluator must seek
a logical presentation of the problem, since this
will partially dt.termlne the researcher's ability
to develop adequate methodology. The hypothesis
must he defined, the sample cho:;en carefully for
stated reasons, the design determined to be valid,
and the dependent and independent variables
defined and measured. Each study is only a single
blo k in the construction of a theory applicable
to educational policy making, No study is without

flaws or takes into account all the variables of
today's existing world. Knowledge of research
evaluation, therefore, is essential.

James Robertson and Gerald G. Yokom. 1973. 11

pages. Available from: box E, School of Education,
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305
($1.50), Check made payable to "8ox E" must be
included with order. Also available as an article
in Educational Broadcasting. Review; v7 n2 April

1973p107-115. ERRS price microfiche 75c,
hardcopy $1.50 (ED 074 728).

Contrary to the dismal expectations prevalent in
the 1950's, educational radio has not only
survived the phenomenal growth of educational
television, but has shown unmistakable signs of
health and maturity. Though some stations are
still groping to overcome problems, others have
moved steadily toward the goal of wider and better
service for the community. The relationships
between parent institutions and stations have
become much stronger as the institutions realize
the of the stations. Local community
needs have gained priority in programing, and
because of this, new sources of financing are
being revealed. The Subsidiary Communications
Authorizations of the Federal Communications
Commission are being utilized for simultaneous
broadcasting and community cable systems are
being encouraged. These impressions were gathered
by' the authors from visits to 181 non-commercial
educational radio stations throughout the United
States.



Fred S. Siefert.. 1966. 10 pages. EDRS
price microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50
(ho 023 310).

The frequently recurring provisions, to be
found in the policy statements of a selected
group of 20 olleges and universities, concerning
the production, use, and re-use of instructional
recordings {'visual and-oral) can be divided
for the purposes of analysis and comparison
Into four groups: ownership and copyright
provisions, faculty right:., faculty compensa-
tion, and administration and review of policies.
Almost all institutions which have adopted
policies assign ownership to the university.
Faculty rights have four major aspects:
autonomy, internal re-use, external distribu-
tion, and revision and withdrawal. Almost
all policy statements indiCate that the
instructor is responsible for the structure
and the content 3f the recordings. A few
have specific provisions for re-use, though
a majority require the instructor to sign
a xelease for external use prior to pro-
duction, and oany also require department
approval when the recording is to be made
available for distribution. The occasion
for revision is usually determined by the
instructor and/or the department. Faculty
compensation-is quite varied across the
institutions surveyed. Outside persons
participating in the recording are usually
paid some type of flat fee. Nearly oll.poli-
cies contain provisions for an administrative
and review body. A list of colleges whose
policies -are compared is appended.

Warren F. Seibert, 1972. 13 pages.' FIIRS
price microfiche 75e, hardcopy $1.50
(ED 061 766). Also available as an article
in Educational Broadcasting Review. v6 n3_ _ _ _
-p139-50 June 1972.

The educotionol broadcaster is like a man
trying to ride two horses at once-.-the
one horse is broadcasting technology and
the other is education. The history of
educational broadcasting has been
marked by a succession of new technologies
launched befOre the older ort-es_were
fully underscOod and used. The effects
of the Corporation for Publit Broadcasting,
microteaching, instructional television fixed
service (1TFS), radio, cable television, an4
video cassettes need careful examination.
But a more pressing need exists: four problems
require prompt consideration in order to clarify
the field and its place in education-101ra-
educational relations, creative accommodation 11

to ehauge, professionalism, and learning re-
search.

Z.;

Warren F. Seibert. 1972. 34 pages. FURS price
microfiche 75e, hardcopy $1.65 (ED 062 630).

A computerized search of the information file
In the national ERIC system revealed hundreds of
reports and papers concerning instructional
television; the author chose the most relevant-
for inclusion In this bibliography. The material
is divided into categories: general;-bibliogra-
phies, literature guides and overviews;- national
issues; and project reports. In addition, the
-ten newest papers on instructional television
are listed separately. For each document the
author, title, abstract, and complete ordering
information are-provided.

Warren F. Seibert. 1973. 27 pages. Available
Iron:- Box E, School of Education,. Stanford
University, Stanford, California 94305 ($2,00)
Chocks made payable to "Box F." must be included
with order. FURS price microfiche 75e, hardcopy
$1.85 (ED 0S2 535).

The abstracts presented herein represent the
most significant of several hundred from the
Educational. Resources Information Center's (ERIC)
collection. These were identified by a computer
search of the subject of instructional televie
sion and serve to update an earlier bibliography
published by the same author in April 1972.
The compilation seeks to provide educational
plan:.ers with an overview of the treads which
will most influence future educational practice
and to convey a sense of the growing significance
of instructional television and related techno,
logics. The documents are divided into nine
categories: bibliographies and guides; overviews;
children and televi:liou; cable television and
telecommunication; continuing education, higher
education and the open university; public tele-
vision; international developments; general
research; and miscellaneous. Each citation
contains, in addition to the alaract4--infor-
mation on the author, title, original source and
publication date, and instructions on how to
order the complete document.

gducUti.On and Cabi& TV: 'A .1Aido t Fv.1),:Jhoing

,znd

Jon Shafer. 1973. 47 pages. EDRS
price microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.85
(ED 071 432).



Designed to provide the educator with some
aeswers about cable television (CATV), this
monograph and re;, urce cataloe provides a basic
description of CAIV, its educational uses, and the
franchisine provisions which relate to its educa-
tional uses. The transition of CALL' from an
association with broadcast television toward
cable information systems is a central theme of
the document--its two-way capability, hands-on
access, local origination, increased channel
capacity, reduced costs, Federal Communications
Commission rulings, and the implications of
those technological advancements and policy
changes for educotion and for society. Prac-
tical sugeestions are made to the educator;
information is provided about forces operating on
cable's development; and recommendations are
offered about fran2hising processes. In addition,
alternative forms of ownership and extensions on
"two-people-on-a-log" formatting are discussed.
Appended are footnotes and a bibliography
designed to help those who wish to readily examine
Any area ie more detail.

Peter D. Shapiro. 1972. 14 pages. EDRS price
microfiche 75c. hardcopy $1.50 (ED 061 770).

A brief and simple guide discusses the place
and purpose of coding experimental data in
the research process. The trade-offs involved
unitizing data are reviewed; it is noted that
a decision that increases reliability may reduce
the validity of results, but without reliability,
there will be no validity at all. A discussion
of categorizing data includes information on
building the category set, the relationship of
categories within a set, and designing the
discrete-category code. Ways of calculating
reliability are presented to allow the
researcher to measure the equivalence of
results when different coders classify the
same data using the same set of categories.

Michael G. Sovereign. 1969. 41 pages.
EDRS price microfiche 75e, hardcopy
$1.85 (ED 031 092)

Investigating the costs of instructional media
systems necessitated that those systems be
identified and analyzed, and that a methodology
be formulated for estimating their costs, with
reference to their area of operation: local,
city, metropolitan, state, or regional school
areas. Costs are broken down Into cost per
student per year, according to production 12

costs, distribution costs, reception casts, and
total cost for each instructional redium examined.
These media arc': airborne television, Instruction-
al relevision Fixed Service, satellite television,
UHF (ultra high frequeney) television, closed-
circuit television, videotape recordings,
radio, language laboratories, and dial access
systems. A distinction is made between capital
and operating costs, and a further breakdown of
costs lists them according to whether the media
are high quality, minimal, or derive from a
national programing source. A significant eat torn
emerges: cost per student dips sharply as the
area widens and the number of students increases
for all media (videotape recording costs are in
any case prohibitive). This pattern is a key
factor in the recommendations for :est savings
which postulate widespread use of media, improve-
ment of production quality by the use of improved
technology, and reorganization of educational
systems in terms of the new technology.

Frances G. Spigai. 1973. 38 pages. Available from:
ilex E, School Education, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305 ($3.00) Checks made
payable to "Box E" must he included with order.
EDRS price microfiche 75C, hardcopy $1.85
(ED 075 029).

Thirteen micrographic events have been identified
which are expected to have the greatest impact on
the libraries of today and tomorrow, They can be
divided into two groups: Nine are if a technolo-
gical nature and involve micrographic products;
the remaining four are basically educational in
nature and reflect positive responses from the
library community to a changing micrographic
technology. Most of the 13 have taken place
within the past five years. Only recently have
most events become powerful enough to have an
individual effect on library practice. It is at
this point in time, however, that a true synergy
of the influence of these events is rendering
the current level of library-micrographic know-
ledge obsolete. The 13 events to be discussed
within the framework of this report are briefly
presented. The author describes the many types
of microforms, explains the differences between
each type, and discusses the uses, benefits, and
drawbacks of the various microforms. Included
are a discussion of related technological events
of the past decade and a list of microform equip-
ment. Many technical terms are defined such as
those describing the reproduction process of the
various microform types. Also included is an
annotated bibliography of the literature Of micro-
graphics.



Michele Timbie and boa Coombs. 190. 90 pages.
EDRS price microfiche 7Oc, hardcopy $4.20
(ED 034 431).

she first interactive (on-line) computerized
use of the ERIC files by the U.S. Office of
Education is reported in the form of an evalua-
tion of the DIALOG system conducted at the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Faitioatienal Media and
Technology. Descriptions ef the purposes of
the study, of the DIAU)0 system (developed by
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.), and of the
procedures involved in conducting a search of
the ERIC file using Dialog are followed by
information on the nine peopls, from various
areas of education, who were asked-to help
evaluate the system. The major portion of the
report, consisting of nine case studies, is
based on the reactions of these evaluators
(gathered In debriefing interviews) to one
or more DIALOG searches which they themselves
conducted. In addition, 19 evaluations (base,
on questionnaires from other system users)
are presented. These, along with the nine
original evaluations, stress the speed and
"horizon-widening" effect of the system. A
final section esamines the variety of uses
for the system at the Clearinghouse. The pre-
DIALOG questions, the debriefing outline, and
records of the evaluators' searches are appended.

Paul A. Ifwe.ker. 1970. 18 pages. EDRS
price mi-iro:iche 75c,- hardoopy $1.50
(ED 041 481) .

A short, preliminary discussion of simulation and
gamins outlines the va:iona instructional and
research techniques which come under the more
general heading and lists the properties of
each. Six sections of annotated, bibliographic
entries serve as a guide to the literature on
simulation and gaming. Documents -are grouped
under the following categories: 1) general
discussions of simulation and gaming, 2) media -
ascendant simulation (learning through vicarious
experience mediated by machines, films, pictures,
etc.), 3) inter-personal ascendant simulation
(characterized by decision-making, role playing,
and player interaction), 4) games that do not
involve simulation, 5) the use of simulation
to assess performance (situational response
Les-tins), and 6)bibliographies. Centers where
work is being done on simulation techniques,
as well as the names of professional organ-
izations concerned with these techniques are
listed. Finally, the titles of journals and
oewsletters which carry current information
on the field are provided.

Paul A. fwelker and Ken Layden. 1912. 22 pages..
LOBS price microfiche 75c, hardtops $1.50
(ED 064 955).

A simple introduction to the techniques of simula-
tion and gaming is offered, and several simulation/
gaming applications are differentiated--non-
simulation games, planning exercises, Inter-
personal simulation games, and large system simula-
tion games. A chart compares various simulation/
gaming applications for a large number of learning
characteristics. An annotated bibliography lists
both basic references and material for more
experienced users of simulation/gaming. A
directory gives the names and addresses for ever
50 groups involved in simulation/gaming and de-
scribes each group's status, activities, level,
and focus.

Paul A. Twelker and others. 197 ?. 29 pages. EDRS
price microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.85 (ED 059 629).

The systems approach in education is a management
tool that allows individuals to examine all aspects
of a problem, to interrelate the effects of one
set of decisions to another, and to optimally use
the resources at hand to solve the problem. Five
systems approaches which have been used in the
successful development of instruction at the
classroom level can be identified: the Teaching
Research Systems Approach, the Michigan Statt
University Instructional Systems Development Model,
the System Approach for Education Model, the
Project MINERVA Instructional Systems Design Model,
and the Banathy Instructional Development SyStem
Model. All of these models include actions that
fall into the categories of.Problem definition
and organization, systems analysis and development,
and system evaluation. These actions are interre--
latec' by feedback built into the model. Each of
the different systems approaches, while addressing
the same task in similar ways, performs with differ-
ent descriptions and language. Which model best
fits the developer's needs will depend on the
particular audience being addressed, or the parti-
cular emphasis desired. (Annotated-bibliographic
references to the present-instructional systems
approach literature and to further exploration in
instructional development are also included.)

as Auuoiated Patio-
graphJ. .4 Serle 1)-ze Pap, 'PorT at Stanfoed

Serena E. Wade. 1968. 22 pages. EDRS price micro-
fiche 75c, hardcopy 51.50 (ED 029 519).

To provide material for decision or policy-makers
with questions concerning policy, applications,

13 and/or operations in the field of individualized



instruction, 31 published books, jourrals and
ERIC documents are listed and annotated. Some 32
Elementary Secondary Education Act Title III
innovative projects described in PAC1 abstracts
are listed by ES number. Emphasis is placed on
systems requirements of individual Lied instruc-
tion with special attention t.,.) different types

of media. All material noted was nublished
betweei 1964 and 1966.

Serena E. Wade. 1969. pages. EDRS price
microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.S:' (ED 027-741).

This review covers books, jocrnal articles,
and ERIC documents, 1966 and later. Much
emphasis is placed on media program and project
descriptions, rather than reports of completed
research. The review points to trends of
common media use and student performance and
tries to shed some light on the general
direction of future media efforts for the
disadvantaged. These prorositions are
supported in the review: 0 media are useful
in extending frames of r,?ference and providing
models and motivation fo: the disadvantagA;
2)media can emphasize each individual's :,proach

to learning (thereby de- emphasising the learning
disadvantages with which some children come to
school); 3) media can teach basic skills, but
seem to be inadequa,e to teach assimilation
skills to the disadvantaged; 4) projects that
focus on older disadvantaged children or adults
will have greater difficulty in achieving
noticeable success in a short period of time,
mainly because these individuals are more
difficult to reach. Critique and marginal
comments are provided by Adelaide Jablonsky.
Bibliography, including ERIC document numbers,
is included.

Robert A. Weisgerber. 1972. 32 pages.
EDRS price microfiche 750, hardcopy
$1.85 (ED 057 610).

Presented to provide an idea of the best ERIC
documents available on individualized learning,
this paper contains a collection of over 100
reports and papers that were put into ERIC in
the last two or three years. The listings
have been categorized topically, and each entry
is provided with an ED number and ordering
and price information. The first section contains
selected 'bibliographies, including references
to books, papers, pamphlets, articles and
excerpts, and theses. A number of organiza-
tional, philosophical, and operational considerations
are discussed in the papers in the second section.
The third section offers research, assessment, and 14

experimental findings; papers in the fourth
section nrovide a somewhat broader look at the
relation of media to the individualization
process. Selected systems approaches to indivi-
dualized learning, such as Project PLAN and indi-
vidually Prescribed Instruction, are presented
separately in the fifth section, and entries
dealing with selected institutional approaches
comprise the sixth section. References which
describe diagnostic and prescriptive individuali-
zation techniques for the handicapped and non-
performer conclude the paper.

Robert A. Weisgerber. 1972. 35 pages. EDRS price
microfiche 75c, hardcopy $1.50 (ED 057 633).

In this companion paper to his earlier annotated
bibliography of ERIC materials on individualized
instruction, the author defines individualized
learning as the tailoring of the educational
process which takes into account the unique
qualities and needs of each individual. lie

identifies and comments on general trends which
seem to he emerging in Individualized instruction
at the elementary and secondary level, in teacher
education programs, and in other education pro-
grams. A selective list of the equipment,
materials, and pre-packaged systems available
to implement an individualized program is pro-
vided, along with a review of the major features
of several major national systemsPLAN (Program
for :earning in Accordance with Needs), 1P1
(Individually Prescribed Instruction), 1/D/F/A
(Institute for Development of Educational
Activities, Inc.), IMS (Individualized Mathematics
System), and SCI (Student Centered Instruction).
A selected list of publications, meetings, and
'sources of information about individualization
is presented for those who wish to explore the
concept in more depth.
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Karl L. Zinn. 1968. 2. pages. EDRS price micro-
fiche 75C, hardcopy $1.85 (ED 025 155).

A field of computer applications in education,
characterized by continuous change in technology
and nomenclature, is documented by diverse infor-
mation sources. This paper names methods of
organizing information on computer-based instruc-
tional systems and lists sources under literature
surveys and reviews, conferences and symposia
(1965-68, U.S.A.), publishers, and professional
organizations. Interactive uses of computers
for instruction include drill strategy, author-
controlled tutorial, and "dialogue" tutorial;
simulation and gaming; information handling,



computation and display (scholarly aids);
COWIAlt?r aide; for instructional r:anageent;
and corlputer-baed tools for the author and
researcher. File variety of lessons, systems,
and languages for co(iputer-1,aed instruction
depends on instructional obie:tives and on
records of student p2rforiran,:t..

Karl. L. Zinn and Susan ':!cCifiltcl. 1970.
33 pages. L)RS price mi,(rofiche 7 ic, hardcopy
$1.85 (ED 036 202).

Co define Cie domain of 1nterac2tive uses of
computers for int.ruction and to llaractertze
the variety of currant activitio:i is the purpose
of this guide. divided into sevva sections, the
guide provides an introdu,:tion and a dofinit:on
of co.nuter used ith instrution. One
section deals with a Variety of uses, another
with a variety of lessc+ns, systems and languages,
and another with literature survey,;, reviews
and bibliographie:4. Last two sectiotas

deal with single rotting,, conferences and
sTalposia; professional organisations, publishers.
and ,:ommerciai inforation service . It concludes
with two appendixes and a bibliography.
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